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Experience the power and convenience of a built-in vac.




Explore Home Vacs 



















Saves Time


Our last RV didn't come with a CentralVac System, this has saved myself time when cleaning & the unit does a great job!





- Mark & Rhonda B.











Great for an RV


Great vacuum for an RV or anything that has limited space!?





- Brian H











For our Motor Home


Very satisfied with your vacuum, this is the second motor home we've purchased from
Tiffin and both have been equipped with your built in vacuums.
Not sure how you'd get
along without the built in vacuum?





- Dick B.











Vessel the "Rolling Stone", Westchester, NY-This system is fabulous.


Since have a big mouth, I will be telling every fellow boat owner I know the following: I can not remember buying a product that delivers everything it claims to. This system is fabulous. From Stephanie taking my order, and taking the time to go back in the factory to see if I could recess and use the attached cord instead of hard wire, which, upon calling me back, said they would ship the flush mount, along with the template for recessing. Worked wonderfully. My boat is 50', so centrally located, your vac reaches every corner on all levels, The engineering is top notch, the product is top notch, and I will be telling everyone I know to buy this product. Many thanks from a very happy customer.





- Carl Stone











Small and Powerful


It takes up very little space under the kitchen counter and performs better than our normal household upright vacuum!





- John & Debra P
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We believe the key to quality products is controlling every aspect of the product. All of our vacuums are tested before they leave the factory. We strive to advance our products through innovative technology, precision engineering, and better ideas.

All customer support inquiries email us at intervac@intervacdesign.com

All Technical Support inquiries email us at danny@intervacdesign.com

Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 3:30 pm EST
30-day return policy
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